ESSENCIA GUN CASES and CASE ACCESSORIES

for the Krieghoff ESSENCIA Side-by-Side Sidelock Shotgun

Suggested Retail Price Sheet

Effective January 1, 2020

• **Leather case** with protective canvas cover for Essencia *(1 set of barrels)*, including 2 snap caps (specify gauge)  $ 3,695.00

• **Leather case for Small Frame Essencia** with protective canvas cover for Essencia *(1 set of barrels)*, including 2 snap caps (specify gauge)  $ 3,795.00

• **Leather case** with protective canvas cover for Essencia *(2 sets of barrels)*, including 2 snap caps (specify gauge)  $ 4,395.00

• **Oak/Leather case** with protective canvas cover for Essencia *(1 set of barrels)*, including a full assortment of accessories (2 snap caps, 2 oil bottles, a rosewood cleaning rod with 3 brushes and brush pouch)  $ 7,195.00

• **Oak/Leather case** with protective canvas cover for Essencia *(2 sets of barrels)*, including a full assortment of accessories (2 snap caps, 2 oil bottles, a rosewood cleaning rod with 3 brushes and brush pouch)  $ 8,295.00

• **Pair of snap caps**, chromed (specify gauge)  $ 60.00

• **Oil bottle**, chromed  $ 85.00

• **Rosewood cleaning rod** with 3 brushes and brush pouch  $ 180.00

• **Full assortment of accessories** (2 snap caps – specify gauge, 2 oil bottles, a rosewood cleaning rod with 3 brushes and pouch)  *Package Price*  $ 410.00

*Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.*